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- Seismic Separation

- AWCI Hauraki Golf Day

Without a complete
seismic system, you only have
part of the solution
More than just a single component, we have developed
industry-leading Seismic Wall and Ceiling Systems that cover
our DUO® and KEY-LOCK® Ceiling Systems as well as our
Steel Stud Drywall Framing System.
Backed by our online Seismic Wizards, our Seismic Systems
include a range of new products like the KEY-LOCK® Seismic
TCR Joiner, DUO® Seismic Sliding Clip and Seismic Deflection
Head Track.
Every component has been tried and
tested at Rondo and at an independent
laboratory in New Zealand.
As a result, Rondo’s Seismic Systems have
been designed and extensively tested to
ensure they are strong enough to resist
lateral forces during an earthquake;
limit the structural damage of the

systems; accommodate differential movements resulting
from inter-story movements; prevent tiles and lining boards
from dislodging and blocking evacuation paths; and support
critical services after an earthquake.
As more and more projects require seismic designs, Rondo
is once again at the forefront of product innovation and
already our Seismic Wall and Ceiling Systems have been
used on projects such as Taranaki Base Hospital in New
Zealand, South Australian Health and
Medical Research Institute and the Kilmore
St Medical Centre in Christchurch.
You can learn more about Rondo’s Seismic
Wall & Ceiling Systems and access our
Seismic Wizards by visiting
www.rondo.co.nz/seismic today!
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From the trowel of Stuart Phelps
I try to instill a similar work ethic
with my employees in business
and I am the first to admit that my
team is not perfect and mistakes
are made on jobs from time to time,
however, it is a goal worth striving
for. I would like to encourage you
early as we head into a 3-4 year
period of unprecedented levels
of construction and our heads
get absorbed in manic workloads, scheduling issues
and employee/contractor shortage scenarios that as a
certified tradesmen or business you strive to manage
yourself and your companies with integrity and respect,
completing jobs to the best of your abilities. It will set you
apart from the rest.
Iain Morrison and his team have some great recruits
for the Cadetship Program and we have a number of
AWCI members eager to train these young people into
apprenticeship programs with the BCITO. This will also
provide a great platform in the near future for successful
candidates to participate in the Work Skills Challenge at
conference to fine tune their skills.

continued on page 4
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Welcome to the first issue of Insight for 2015. I take
this opportunity to thank our existing membership for
their continued commitment and support with a special
welcome to our recent new members. Together with
our passionate executive I look forward to serving you
in what is forecast to be an economically exciting and
buoyant year in construction. The office is now back into
full swing for the year and it is encouraging that John
has a number of new membership applications ready
for processing. I believe we will experience an upward
trend in membership applications as more tradesmen
and businesses understand the value in being a part of
the Association of Wall and Ceiling Industries.
As a father of young children I am constantly looking for
opportunities to teach my kids life skills before they reach
that vital age where they realize that Dad knows nothing.
My 11 year old son mentioned he had started a group
activity at school where some were not going to take
responsibility for an assignment and asked for advice. I
counseled that if he was going to commit to a task then
he had to do it to the best of his ability with respect and
integrity for himself and others. Nothing frustrates me
more than someone performing a task to half measure.

...from the president
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...from the president continued
We will again be working closely with the BCITO this year
to provide you with more regional education roadshow
opportunities. Keep an eye on the website for dates in
your local area.
Key events to factor into your budget and calendar
for early October will be two conferences planned
both locally and internationally. We have selected the
central North Island geothermal hot spot Rotorua as
the destination for the 2015 AWCINZ Conference. The
event is designed to encourage contractors, families,
tradesmen, businesses, suppliers and manufacturers
alike to join together to be educated, enhanced and
enthusiatic about the possibilities ahead. With the
cadetship program boosting our apprentice numbers
I am excited about the potential for this year’s Work Skills
Challenge to impact on the future careers of these young

people. Start preparing your young apprentices for the
challenge now with the teaser of an all expenses paid trip
to compete at the AWCIANZ competition in Queensland
if successful.
Seaworld Resort is the location of the 70th AWCIANZ
Conference in the Gold Coast from 11th – 14th
October where we will be celebrating 70 years of AWCI
conferences. Another fantastic opportunity to take a
break from work out of winter, enjoy yourself and be
enriched at the same time.
Busy times ahead so I wish you a safe and prosperous
2015.

Cheers
Stuart Phelps,
President AWCINZ

round the traps...
AUCKLAND
Hi from Auckland,
I hope everyone has had a safe summer and that they got
to make the most of it. Now it’s back into the daily grind
of navigating Auckland’s traffic. Sitting in gridlocked traffic
drinking a coffee in the morning I was thinking it would
be a Godsend if the council allowed all tradies to use
T2
&T3
buslanes.....
I’m
sure
every
trade
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Hi to you all from the Sunny Bay of Plenty!
Hope you all had a great Christmas and can still see your
toes!
Latest stats and figure show that Tauranga’s growth of late
has been due to huge numbers of Aucklanders & expats
cashing up and coming our way. Something we all know but
is still interesting to see.
Aucklanders are able to sell their property and put money
in the bank.
Most still work in Auckland but don’t mind the commute. An
extreme example of that was recently reported.
“We have pilots that fly up to Auckland. They sold their house
in Auckland for $1.4 million and purchased a house from us
for $700,000. They are only 650 metres from the beach and
that is something they cannot get in Auckland.”
Not trying to knock Auckland but I guess why I mention this
is because Tauranga really has a lot going for it on the NZ
stage now and in the future.
Prices are still reasonable here, lifestyle is usually regarded
as one of the best and Tauranga’s central location makes for
great commercial / industrial growth down the track.
Late last year Council signed off on some $76 million worth

company’s profits would see a boost.
This year is expected to produce a huge increase in
building in Auckland.
Hopefully AWCI members are able to place themselves
well to pick up a lot of this work.
The AWCI golf day was a great success with a lot
of members and friends meeting up for a fun
tournament again.
Gabriel

bay of plenty
of work through October and November. These figures
were some of the highest since 2007 figures.
A reporter recently spoke to many top builders / building
companies to find they were all reporting increased sales
of 30-40 per cent from the year previous.
Few builders mentioned fast tracking future land
developments to keep up with demand. Again most
commented sales were coming from Aucklanders seeking
retirement or lifestyle changes.
Nearly $13 million is being spent on some of Marine
Parade’s multimillion-dollar luxury properties - including
new
homes,
swimming pools and
lifts.
Some months it’s
staggering to drive
down Marine Parade
to see just how much
is shrink wrapped.

round the traps...
Commercial construction is booming as well.
A $4 million motel is planned to be built in Bethlehem
to cash in on the area’s retirement village boom and
new birthing centre.
Pathlab is set to build an $18 million facility so it can
consolidate its city laboratories.

The word from Wellywood and surrounds
It’s been a relatively slow start to the year in the region so far.
The lower North Island continues to be affected by policies
designed to slow house pricing increases in Auckland and
Christchurch and there seems to be no immediate relief in
sight for the regions. However going forward there does
appear to be a considerable amount of commercial activity
on the horizon including at least three retirement villages
of a reasonable size, two supermarkets and a number of
apartment blocks which should provide a fair amount of
work for the fixers and finishers of plasterboard.
While attending the conference of a well known group
housing builder, I had time to chat with one of their
Australian representatives who seemed very confident
that the Australian housing market was about to move into
catch up phase and the demand for skilled labour on their
East Coast would start to pick up dramatically.
It was interesting to read an article in the Hawkes Bay
paper regarding leaky buildings in the bay and one of them
was a council building so none of us are immune to this
problem and even in a drought prone area you can still
have problems if flashings etc. are not installed correctly.

canterbury

Pathlab Bay of Plenty processes specimens from
up to 2000 patients per day, in one of the fastest
growing regions in New Zealand
Till next time.
Cheers,
Brad Wheeler

WELLINGTON
How does this affect our members other than providing
us with repeat work? In this time of change to consumer
protection via legislation we need to be giving this some
thought, however remote the possibility of involvement.
On that note we still appear to be waiting for a final draft
of the “Acceptable New Construction Guide” from MBIE, a
very important document for settling disputes on site with
homeowners and homebuilders. My initial read of Draft 3
tells me that what may be currently acceptable in the guide
may not satisfy the more discerning homeowner and the
ongoing struggle between achievable and acceptable will
continue.

Go the
Black
Caps!!!

From the Construction Capital of New Zealand

I hope everybody had a safe and happy Christmas and
New Year. Most of the people I know did the same as me
and packed the entire contents of their house into a car
and made their way to someone else’s town. Because
Christchurch has been so hot I went south this year, two
weeks in Balclutha - it was by choice, although it sounds a
bit like something the courts would hand out.
The rugby kicked off a couple of weeks ago and in a few
months I expect the trophy back in its rightful place, here in
Canterbury. For those involved in doing the picks with GIB,
I hope you all do well, but not as well as me.
I have had a chat to Bruce to see if he wanted anything
in this article, but it was before lunch when I phoned him
so I suspect I woke him up. According to him nothing has
happened in the Nelson region worth mentioning in this
article despite him being there - maybe next time.
I also spoke to Keith Hogg and he tells me that the
commercial sector is really busy. Prices are competitive
to the point where an Aussie company has reputedly won

a contract for Burwood Hospital. Remember all those
people who moved to Aussie for greener pastures, they
are probably working for an Aussie
company in Christchurch now.
The AWCI golf tournament is coming up
on 13th March. It was well received and
supported last year both with players
and sponsors, and everybody had a
great day. If you are at all interested talk
to someone who went last year and I am
sure you will get a positive response.
A new class will start at CPIT, eleven
women out of sixteen students. If this ratio
makes it to the coal face it will change
the face of plastering in Christchurch
in more ways than one. This class is
fortunate to be the first group in the new
barn - I have added a few photos.
Ricky Hornsby
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Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.

Hilti Firestop Systems at a glance
For virtually any opening or penetration through which heat or smoke might pass.
Hilti offers a firestop solution that will help protect property and save lives.
Firestop smoke sealant

CP 606

Firestop intumescent sealant

The easy-to-use,
flexible firestop
solution for lowmovement joints
and metal pipes.

Firestop sleeves

CFS-SL

Seal small
openings
including, single
cables, small
cable bundles
and conduits.

Firestop blocks & plugs

Suitable for
small to medium
sized cable
penetrations in
walls, ceilings
and floors for
optimal cable
management.

Firestop collars

CP 643N / 644

CP 611-A

CFS-BL & CFS-PL
Suitable for
medium to large
openings.
An economical
and re-penetrable
firestop solution.

Firestop foam

Sealing
flammable pipes
through walls,
ceiling and floor
penetrations from
32mm to 250mm
in diameter.

CP 660
Simple to use
& offers fast
accessibility.
Ideal solution for
small to mediumsized openings.

Tested & certified
All Hilti firestop systems conform to strict New Zealand building code standards, with third party assessments in accordance
with AS 1530 and AS 4072. Download these from: www.hilti.co.nz/downloads

Measuring

Gas powered

Powder actuated

Cordless

Firestop

Get in touch with Hilti | 0800 444 584
Hilti (NZ) Limited | 1B, 525 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland 1061, New Zealand | P.O. Box 112-030, Penrose
F 0800 329 445 | www.hilti.co.nz

Tips for safe manual
handling and injury prevention
Within the industry it is everyone’s personal
responsibility to consider all aspects necessary
to create a safe work environment.
Here are some key considerations for
anyone involved in manual handling.

Warming up
Lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying, moving,
holding, restraining objects and repetitive work tasks such
as moving objects from one location to another. These are
all manual handling tasks which involve using your own
muscular strength to move or support an object that places
a manual handling load on your body. To prepare your body
for the manual handling tasks ahead, it is recommended
that you should warm up and stretch at the start of every
shift and before lifting heavy objects.
Risk assessment
Prior to commencing work on any job, ensure that a risk
assessment has been carried out to identify any manual
handling hazards. If hazards have been identified, make
sure risk controls are in place and safe work procedures
have been established.
Stacking, storage and handling of plasterboard
GIB® plasterboard is a finishing product and needs to be
treated as such. Here are some tips when stacking, storing
and handling GIB® plasterboard:

• Consider floor loadings before stacking.
• To avoid sheet distortion or damage, stack GIB®
plasterboard neatly on a clean flat surface that is not
susceptible to moisture.
• Preferably, plasterboard should be stored inside a
building and under cover. If stored outside, it must be
stacked off the ground and be fully protected from the
weather.
• To reduce the risk of face paper damage, lift sheets from
the stack rather than dragging them.
• Know your limits. Each person should only carry the
number of sheets they are comfortable carrying.

Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.

Welcome to Hilti as a Silver Funding Partner
After many years of supplying to New Zealands industry leaders,

innovative, compliant and reliable products, services and expert

Hilti are proud to be associated with AWCI and have now become

advice for both commercial and residential projects.

one of its silver funding partners. This support enables AWCI to
provide services and programmes to benefit its members and in
return brings Hilti in contact with members nationwide.

Products offered by Hilti include powder-actuated fastening, drilling
and demolition, diamond coring and cutting, measuring systems,
firestop products, screw fastening and chemical and mechanical

Hilti NZ Ltd is a fully owned subsidiary of The Hilti Group.

anchoring.

The business was founded in May 2000 with its headquarters in
Penrose, Auckland. Since then, the organisation has expanded
considerably and is well represented in all major cities and many
regional areas.

In Hilti New Zealand, approximately 50 highly trained team members
in sales, engineering, marketing and other support roles work
together to help construction professionals get the job done faster,
safer and more productively.

Hilti helps Interior Finishing Contractors to boost their productivity
and fulfill their needs and requirements through their range of

Measuring

Gas powered

Powder actuated

Cordless

Firestop

Get in touch with Hilti | 0800 444 584 | www.hilti.co.nz
Hilti (NZ) Limited | 1B, 525 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland 1061, New Zealand | P.O. Box 112-030, Penrose | F 0800 329 445

Silence Is Golden
Article by Kevin Sceats
Winstone Wallboards Ltd
As building systems continue to evolve, noise remains
the same—acceptable or annoying. The former often
goes unnoticed and the latter requires attention. Noise
is the number one occupant complaint in many projects.
Research indicates that hospital patients complain about
noise more than anything else. For those who travel, it
should come as no surprise that noise is the biggest
complaint among hotel guests. Even in restaurants, noise
was the number one complaint in the Acoustical Society of
New Zealand’s latest national dining survey (http://www.
acoustics.org.nz/files/CRAI_results.pdf). Various studies
indicate that noise can negatively impact occupants by
ultimately lowering productivity and increasing stress
levels. This “invisible” problem is loud and clear.

Speech Privacy
Today’s office has changed a great deal from even
20 years ago. These days, open design concepts are
commonplace. Numerous research findings and surveys

support the various failures of open office design including
reduced productivity. Research published in the British
Journal of Psychology found that office workers were
66 % less productive in an open-plan office than when left
on their own.
It should be no surprise that noise is the number one
complaint with open office design and this is largely driven
by the reduction in privacy, when compared to an office
with walls. However well-intentioned these open office
formats are, the end result is clear—speech privacy has
suffered greatly in today’s open office world.

Sound Absorption
Reverberation time indicates the amount of time for sound
in a space to decay by 60 dB. In laymen’s terms, it is the
time needed for a sound to no longer be audible and is best
measured in quiet environments without active mechanical
equipment or other transient noise. Reverberation time
should be tied to a space’s intended function and is often
described at a sound frequency of 500Hz. It is affected
by the size of a room AND the amount of absorption in
a room. For example, learning spaces typically require
shorter reverberation times (around 0.5 seconds) to allow
for better speech intelligibility. Live performance venues

Research published in the
British Journal of Psychology
found that office workers were
66 % less productive in an open-plan
office than when left on their own
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GIB Quietline® ceilings installed at Aspec
Construction Office Auckland

meanwhile typically require longer reverberation times
(around 1.5 seconds), which result in spaces that sound
richer and more full-bodied. One way to impact a space’s
reverberation time is by selecting surface treatments
based on their sound absorption performance. An easy
rule to remember is that by doubling the total amount
of absorption in a room, the reverberation time is cut
in half.
A material’s ability to absorb noise is described in terms
of its absorption coefficient, or a. A value of 0 indicates no
absorption (complete reflection) and a value of 1 indicates
complete absorption (no reflection).
It is worth mentioning that while acoustic ceiling tile
or perforated plasterboard sheet or tiles have a high
NRC value, this is because the noise passes through
(transmitted) and is captured in the space or cavity
behind. An acoustic panel meanwhile can achieve NRC
values that are just as high, but it does not allow noise
to pass through because there is a solid outer casing as
well. The important take away is that sound absorption

Silence Is Golden
s

Continued

(NRC) and noise isolation (STC) are not the same thing.
Sound absorption is actually a combination of absorbed
and transmitted energy, which can be a bit misleading
for conditions where a large portion of the “absorption”

is actually just transmitted energy. For example, an open
window has a sound absorption coefficient of 1.0 because
none of the noise is reflected back, but in reality the noise
is all being transmitted and not actually absorbed. Noise
isolation meanwhile describes how much
sound is stopped. So it is common for many
materials with high NRC values (absorption)
to have very low noise isolation (STC) values.
This is why it is best to use fibreglass ceiling
tiles in open office spaces and mineral fibre
tiles in private offices especially when offices
do not have full height walls. The mineral
fibre tiles reduce noise flanking through
the plenum space because of their higher
CAC values. The fibreglass tiles meanwhile
“absorb” more noise and help improve
speech privacy over longer distances in open
office environments.

GIB® Quietline ceilings installed in the Rangi Ruru Girls’ School
Library Christchurch

®

®

•
•
•
0800 USGBORAL

or
usgboral.com

•

Superior resistance to edge
cracking
No nails = no nail popping issues
Excellent adhesion for
compounds and paint
Unique nose coating resists
scuffing and fuzzing

•

•
•
•

Paper and fibreglass tapes
(warranted)
Paper faced metal bead hopper
Knives, mixers, rollers
Metal pans
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Why is Seismic Separation Important?
In the world of non – structural elements
there is a great tendency to think of partition
walls and glazing lines as temporary, as
design elements and as finishing touches.
This couldn’t be further from the truth.
With the damage from earthquakes around
the country rendering structurally sound
buildings economic write offs the focus on
non – structural elements has sharpened.
The need to adhere to Building Codes
AS / NZS 1170 and 4219 comes from the
intention of the code to protect life, preserve
egress in emergencies and to ensure the
continued operation of the businesses
contained in the building.
Attaching the head of partition walls and
glazing lines to the two way grid with a
series of 10 gauge tech screws defies
logic and voids the ceiling manufacturers’
warranty. This in turn prevents the issuance of producer
statements and potentially voiding insurance claims when
disaster strikes.
Allowing the separation of wall and ceiling provides the
building owner with certainty, the building occupants with
peace of mind and the insurance companies with a client
that complies with the building code.
Allowing the continued connection of wall and ceilings is

remiss and leaves the client in a situation where the best
has not been designed, and the solution not provided.
The focus on the cost of seismic separation is redundant
as a correctly installed project will be completed more
quickly saving time and therefore money and will provide
greater value over the lifetime of the building.
Ensuring the job is done correctly is the realm of intelligent
design, utilising innovative solutions that are tested,
proven.

Changes to the Building Act
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New consumer protection measures in the Building
Act 2004 now in place for residential building work or
renovations started on or after 1 January 2015.
Note: Only the party contracting with the homeowner has
to provide this information; if you are a subbie hired by
the main contractor (not the homeowner) you don’t need
to provide the checklist, disclosure statement or written
contract.
If you are carrying out residential building work likely to
cost $30,000 or more (including GST) or if the homeowner
requests, you must:
• Provide a copy of the prescribed checklist and
disclosure statement to your client before you sign a
contract. A template of the disclosure statement and the
prescribed checklist are available free of charge at www.
doyourhomework.co.nz.
• Have a written contract with your client. Create one that
meets the required minimums with your lawyer, pick one up
from your industry association or buy one from Standards
NZ (3902: 2004)
Once you’ve finished all the building work, you must provide
the following information and documents, regardless of
the price of the work;
o A copy of any current insurance policy you hold for the
completed work;
o A copy of any guarantees or warranties including
information on how to make a claim and if it must be
signed and returned;

o Information about maintenance requirements; particularly
those that are required to meet the building code or
anything that could affect any guarantee or warranty.
Implied warranties and the defect repair period
From 1 January 2015, there is a new defect repair period
of 12 months from the date your building work is complete.
If your client tells you about any defective work before the
12 months are up, you must put it right within a reasonable
timeframe from receiving written notification. It is your
responsibility to prove that any defects are through no
fault of your own (or the products you’ve used) if there
is a dispute. The 12 month period begins when all the
physical building work agreed to by you and the contractor
has been finished.
Implied warranties in the Building Act 2004 apply for up to
10 years, so you will still be required to fix defective work
after the defect repair period ends. If you do not agree
the work or the product is defective and the 12 month
repair period has lapsed, the homeowner must prove
there is a defect before you are required to have it fixed
(i.e. it becomes their responsibility to prove that there is a
problem).
Remember that you can be fined if you don’t comply with
the law.
For more information, go to www.doyourhomework.co.nz
and download the guidance booklet for contractors – or
pick up a copy from your local trade merchant.

SEISMIC & STRUCTURAL
PARTITION BRACING

TRACKLOK® TIMBA
For timber framing

TRACKLOK® RETRO
For retro fitting
TRACKLOK®

TESTED | PROVEN | COMPLIANT
Available now from:
PSL
Potter Interior Systems
Ullrich Alluminium
T&R Interior Systems
Forman Building Systems

CORPORATE MEMBER OF

0800 82 80 80
0800 768 837
0800 500 338
0800 666 556
0800 45 4000

For more information visit www.shoresolutions.co.nz

Cadetship Course well underway with
The Kiwi Can Do programme, which has been developed
keep their options open when we take them out for job
in association with AWCI to identify good young people
interviews,” Morrison said.
with a positive attitude who want to transition from the dole
“We have now run five AWCI Kiwi Can Do cadetship courses.
to a career in the construction industry, has beefed up the
One was held in Hamilton specifically for the Waikato and
stopping part of its practical training.
four have been run from a rented factory in Onehunga.
Tauranga plasterer Ray Bradford was
nominated and accepted a part-time
position with the Kiwi Can Do team for
its North Island training programmes.
He joins another Tauranga interiors
tradey Barry Staples whose specialist
areas are plasterboard fixing, steel frame
construction and suspended ceilings.
Kiwi Can Do provides a basic four week
training course for AWCI and Master
Painter cadets wanting a start in the
plasterer, fixing or painting industries. The
programme director Iain Morrison said
because of the demand for stoppers he
decided to boost the plastering side of the
basic training.
“The course now gives a more thorough
appreciation of fixing, painting and
Ray Bradford (far right) gets Cassidy Prasser to sand a particularly
stopping and enables the cadets to
scruffy wall, while AWCI cadets Dylan Te Maro & Antz Damm look on

ALUMINIUM PARTITIONS
SUSPENDED CEILING GRID + PANELS
COMMERCIAL + INDUSTRIAL INSULATION
WHITEBOARDS + DYNAMIC SURFACES

Image: NZ Green Building Council

0800 POTTERS | www.potters.co.nz | info@potters.co.nz | Auckland, Wellington + Christchurch

good results
We wanted to stay away from
the classroom scene and have a
genuine working environment where
its hands on with tools.
“Onehunga is also an extremely
handy location for contractors to
drop by, have a cuppa tea, watch
the cadets at work and chat to
them,” Morrison said.
“There have been 122 cadets
through the five courses and of
these 46 opted for plasterboard
fixing or stopping. Interestingly of
the latest course of 18 cadets 14
have asked opted for the fixing or
stopping in preference to painting,”
he said.
Work and Income measured the
programme performance on the
percentages obtaining an initial fulltime work contract and the Kiwi Can
Do transition to work is running at
about 80 percent.
“Once in work our contract requires
us to provide pastoral care for three
months, which coincides with the
standard probationary period. This

means small businesses get a
free recruitment and HR service,
which is an area that’s fraught with
difficulty and frustration for those
who only occasionally go through
the process.”

Work and Income
measured the
programme performance
on the percentages
obtaining an initial
full-time work contract
and the Kiwi Can Do
transition to work is
running at about
80 percent

AWCI Kiwi Can Do cadets Tyrone
Whiunui and Ants Damm bracing some
steel framing under the watchful eye of
Barry Staples

Morrison said after the three month
trial period is completed the cadets
and the employer are encouraged
to enter into a training agreement
with the BCITO for plaster board
fixing and stopping jobs.

Handbook Trade
Guidelines and
Information:
Walls and Ceilings
AWCI has had excellent comment
on this handbook which was
distributed to all members
recently.
This handbook is an excellent
source of information that
contractors can share with their
clients to better understand the
trade and manage expectations.

If you wish to purchase
additional copies
please contact

AWCI: 0800 292 469
Members $20.00 per copy
Non-Members
$30.00 + freight + GST

James Hardie’s new ARChitectural™ range
of commercial pre-finished solutions
The range features ChromaShield™ technology, the combination
of a series of advanced and durable coatings with James Hardie®
cement-composite substrates.

ARChitectural™ Inraw™ panel
An internal pre-finished panel
characterised by a natural raw
concrete aesthetic, suitable in dry
wall applications only.

ARChitectural™ Invibe™ panel
An internal pre-finished panel
characterised by a lustrous coloured
look, suitable in both wet and dry
areas.

Sheet size
Thickness
Finish

Sheet size
Thickness
Finish

2700 x 1200mm
6mm
Gloss or Satin

2700 x 1200mm
6mm
Gloss or Satin

For more information visit arc-architectural.co.nz or call 0800 808 868

Glancing
Light
These two images were
taken 15 minutes apart
at a large New Zealand
shopping centre.
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CRK Professional Precision

AWCI Annual Golf Day
A great day was had by all at the
Hauraki Golf Club on 20th February.
The ambrose format proved very popular
with a record field of AWCI members and associates
entering teams. The event was well supported
by sponsors and a wonderful breakfast and late lunch
was provided by the Hauraki Club lady members.

Handicap Winne
rs - Jake Taylor,
Sam Lomax,
Brad Taylor & Em
ma Christiansen

Nett Winners –Peter Wallace,
Robin Blake, Bruce Findlay,
Graeme Ingram

Team Ceilings Unlimited – Damon Roberts,
Grant Borthwick & Craig McNae

A record numbe

r at the event this

year

Scorer - Brian Massong

AWCI President Stuart
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Phelps

Graham Dougl
Systems

set
Team Ram
iams,
ill
W
n
vi
– Ke
Iain
Ian Sloan,
, Jae
Thompson
sen
Schaafhau

Anthony Mitchell, Joe
Buhagiar,
Regan Wright & Grah
am Smith

Team Bay of Plen
ty – Dylan Racey,
Brent
McIntosh, Colin
Inglis & Steve Da
vis

Steve Carter, Roscoe Williams and Sai

las of Forman Building

Two busy drinks cart drivers Edwin Zijderveld and Lil Parkin
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Working with asbestos
Asbestos has been identified as a major issue for
homeowners and contractors doing repairs and
renovations
in
Canterbury, prompting
a
local
campaign
and website to help
people understand the
associated risks and
how these are best
managed.
Asbestos Aware was developed by the Combined Health
and Environment Risks Programme Control Group

(CHER) which is made up of government and local
body agencies working on the rebuild.
With more than 130,000 homes in the Canterbury
region, and a large proportion of those undergoing
repairs, it’s important that homeowners and small
contractors understand the risks associated with
asbestos and receive the best advice to manage that
risk. Asbestos Aware provides a one-stop-shop where
you can access this information.
People about to embark on repairs and renovations
should check out the website at www.asbestosaware.
co.nz.
The
site
contains information
to help ensure that
you are familiar with
what asbestos looks
like, how to test to
confirm if it is present,
and how to manage it if it is confirmed in your home.
Asbestos can pose health risks to people exposed to
it for long periods of time, especially if there are higher
concentrations of the fibres in the air. However intact and
undisturbed, asbestos is not a significant health risk.
Houses built, altered
or
refurbished
between 1940 and
up to the 1990s may
contain
asbestos.
The only way to
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know for sure is to have the house tested. It’s estimated
that more than 70,000 dwellings in Christchurch have
asbestos containing
materials present.
Homeowners
are
encouraged
to
contract
appropriately
qualified people to
test for and manage the removal of asbestos.
Remnants of disturbed asbestos can remain in the home
long-term if removal is not managed correctly. This can
impact on future owners who may be unaware of work
that has been undertaken. It’s important that removal is
carefully managed.
The information contained on the site has previously
been available on a range of individual websites but this
is the first time all the data has been pulled together into
one comprehensive site.

Check the site out at

www.asbestosaware.co.nz

THE BENCHMARK HAS BEEN SET.

Certified Builders are no ordinary builders. We work hard to provide our members
with a wide range of valuable resources including building and employment contracts
and now a fully developed range of exclusive architecturally designed house plans.
Our pro-active nationwide organisation keeps you up-to-date with the latest industry
developments and links you to professional business development advisors.
Guaranteed to be trade qualified our members are experienced, professional
and reliable craftsmen and we also offer the best guarantee in the industry - the
independent ten-year Homefirst Builder’s Guarantee.

To join the Certified Builders team visit
www.certified.co.nz. or call us today on 0800 237 843

Leading Edge
Are you a Manager or Mushroom Farmer?
Getting the best from your people
When we start working with a company, during the first
couple of weeks we interview every member of staff, face
to face, confidentially, to see what’s really happening
where the rubber meets the road.
From the thousands of interviews over the years, we’ve
gathered some very clear ideas about what works and
what doesn’t work when trying to motivate and lead staff,
and one key factor that comes up over and over again is
the complaint “we don’t know what’s going on until the
last minute, we never get to hear the full story”.
We’ve found that companies with well informed staff work
better, the staff take more care, work more productively
and work smarter, and they make you more money in the
long term.
So how do YOU communicate with your people?
There are three basic types of communication necessary
in business
1)
Job or task based – what needs doing, how well it needs
doing, systems and processes, safety, quality control etc
with input feedback from staff
2)
Personal Performance – each staff member needs to know
exactly what is expected of them, how well they are doing,
and what the future holds for them.
3)
The Big Picture – how the company is doing, where it is
going, what the future holds, prospects in the pipeline,
recent successes, feedback from customers and the
market.
We’ve had clients say to use “why should we tell the staff
how the company is doing? We pay them, that’s enough”.
Unfortunately that might be enough to keep the wheels
turning, but no more than that.
When setting up an new business, it’s easy to design-in
and implement the “habit” of communication from the start
– but what about existing businesses that may not have
all the good habits in place? (we won’t talk here about the
bad habits – for example “management by waving your
arms and shouting”)

• Bring the timescale down to your management
meetings with your department heads, or foremen,
whoever directly guides production. How often do you
have production meetings? Monthly is a good starting
point, long enough to make changes, short enough
to keep accountability going. These meetings must
be recorded simply and effectively, with the issue, the
decision, who is going to do what about it, and by
when. Next meeting – tick off the items accomplished,
and don’t accept excuses (even from yourself) when
things haven’t happened. H & S must be discussed at
these meetings.
• Your supervisors, managers or foremen need to hold
weekly “shop floor” or “toolbox” meetings to brief the
staff on workflow, expected problems, and also update
H & S hazards, remedials needed and actions taken.
Again these meetings must be noted down in writing,
same format – issue, decision, action to be taken, who
and when.
• The last part of “job based” communication is how
you get feedback and ideas from your team, and how
those ideas are evaluated. Don’t put barriers in the way
of your people’s thinking – and the old ‘suggestion
box” method doesn’t work, by the way, unless you
want to gather some fairly pointed suggestions about
management!
• Make sure your supervisors ask staff for ideas and
improvements, and give them a format for passing
the ideas on. Periodically, take the time personally to
talk to your teams in each area of the business about
what could be improved – a simple 10 minute toolbox
meeting is often enough to get people contributing, or
maybe a shared lunch can get the ideas flowing.
• Walk the floor and look for evidence of delays or
frustrations – materials cluttering work stations, stock
building up in despatch, people looking for tools,
waiting for assistance. Ask, what is causing the delay,
what could be done to fix it? Make a note, and action
it. Deal with the constraint and ease the flow.

s
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Let’s focus on the first type of communication – Job or Task
based – (Operational Management to use a bit of jargon)

• Start each year with an annual “State of the Nation”
talk, which covers the big picture (#3 above), but
also sets the scene for any operational changes,
challenges or process improvement, for example the
new H & S laws, introduction of ISO or Q Base, etc.

s

• Even when an idea from the shop floor is impractical,
always make a note of it, say “we’ll look into that…” and
always get back to the person who made the suggestion
with “well, we’ve thought it through and we don’t think it
will work AT PRESENT because ……” “but thank you for
your suggestion, keep it up”
• Never just flatten ideas with “Nah, we’ve tried that,
didn’t work” Remember things change with time, and
what didn’t work last year, might just work this year with
changing conditions, machines, and materials.

Take advantage of these points – work at developing
the “habit” of effective, regular communication on
operational points – and you’ll see the results very
quickly.
Why “Manager or Mushroom Farmer”? Staff feel they
are being kept in the dark, and the quality of information
they are fed feels like S*!# - just the right conditions for
mushrooms to grow, but not for humans!
So, are YOU a manager, or a mushroom farmer?

Call Advantage Business today to find out how

0508 238 268

info@advantagebusiness.co.nz

www.advantagebusiness.co.nz

Wall & Ceiling jobs
On wall and ceiling jobs it is inevitable you will come
into contact with large volumes of dust. Cutting,
sanding and stripping out fibrous insulation generate
a continuous stream of dust into the air and around
your work site. Eliminating all traces of dust during a
job is near impossible, but you can reduce its presence
and impact.
Breathing in dust can have both acute and chronic
effects, potentially causing long term-health issues for
builders. Cutting wood releases particles (sawdust)
that do not enter the lungs easily. However products
like plasterboard causes irritation to skin, eyes and
the respiratory tract. MDF can produce very fine
dust that can potentially be breathed into the lungs.
Both softwood and hardwood dusts are known to be
respiratory sensitizers and may cause asthma and other
respiratory problems. Hardwood dust can also cause a
rare form of nasal cancer.
Cleaning regularly is good practise, but dry sweeping
puts dust into the atmosphere. To remove this dust you
need to use an industrial vacuum. A general vacuum
cleaner will not cut the mustard when faced with GIB
dust; it will blow out the motor. There are a number of
specialised pieces of equipment combined with PPE
which can help you effectively reduce the presence and
impact of dust.
Dust extractor unit:
- cleans the air
- the chamber gets rid of the pieces of both

dust and larger particles.
Vacuum cyclones:
- captures the dust produced by the machine in a
vacuum cyclone and secures it in a container.
Vacuum power sanders:
- dust from plaster board and paint sanding is an area
in which the vacuum power sanders are very effective
as they pick up dust whilst you work
- vacuum power sanders are readily hired and not
overly expensive to purchase
- They also reduce the time it takes to clean a work site
when finished which is important if the work has been
carried out in a residential or office environment.
You can also use PPE such as an approved face mask
and eyewear to protect you from harmful airborne
particles.
Dust is often forgotten in the priority list but remains a
common hazard. A clean, dust-free workplace is not
only safer, but far less work in the long run. Having the
right tools and a clean ventilated site will help to keep
yourself and others safe from exposure to dust.
Contact your local Site Safe Advisor for help in
developing and applying your own fatigue policy
and procedure – www.sitesafe.org.nz/advisors
Site Safe is a national not-for-profit membership
organisation that promotes, supports and inspires
a culture of health and safety in the
NZ construction industry.
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AWCINZ Certified Business Members March 2015
Above Board Building Contractors Ltd AUCKLAND.................... (021) 446 716
Adept Interiors....................................... HAMILTON......................0800 732 288
Allan Shannon Plasterers...................... WHAKATANE ............... (07) 308 4734
Alpha Interiors Ltd................................. HAMILTON . .................. (07) 850 4060
Alpha Waikato Ltd................................. WAIKATO....................... (07) 849 7699
Alpha BOP Ltd...................................... BAY OF PLENTY............ (07) 575 0293
Alpha Auckland Ltd............................... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 623 6252
Alpha Interiors Wellington Ltd............... WELLINGTON................ (04) 232 0108
Always Plastered Ltd............................. BAY OF PLENTY............ (07) 542 1563
Angland Ceiling Contractors Ltd........... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 575 7501
Angus Ceilings Ltd................................ CHRISTCHURCH...........(03) 366-2445
APCO Interiors Ltd................................ WELLINGTON................ (04) 298 9286
Apex Ceilings Ltd.................................. AUCKLAND.................... (09) 579 6237
ART Plasterers....................................... CHRISTCHURCH........... (021) 406 462
Atlas Fibrous Plaster Co Ltd................. HASTINGS..................... (06) 878 3693
Auckland Pyramid Plasterers................ AUCKLAND.................. (027) 610 3475
Bay Commercial Interiors Ltd................ NAPIER........................ (027) 240 3203
Bestboys Fix n Stop.............................. TAKANINI....................... (27) 247 8903
Bressington Plasterers Waikuku Ltd..... NORTH CANTERBURY.. (03) 312 7042
Broomfield Quality Stoppers................. CHRISTCHURCH........... (021) 669 215
Building Specifics Ltd........................... BAY OF PLENTY.......... (027) 589 4024
C & I Systems Ltd................................. TAURANGA....................(021) 706-212
Canterbury Cladding & Linings Ltd....... CHRISTCHURCH......... (027) 436 1272
Casey Jennings Plasterers.................... LOWER HUTT.............. (027) 602 8005
Ceilings Unlimited................................. TAURANGA.................... (07) 574 4056
Cochrane & Associates Ltd.................. CHRISTCHURCH........... (03) 377 6237
Crawford Drywall................................... TAURANGA.................... (021) 748 830
David Wellacott..................................... MANUKAU CITY............ (09) 537 7447
Designer Plaster.................................... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 527 2171
Dinsdale Drywall 2000 Ltd.................... HAMILTON................... (0274) 954 594
Eastcoast Fixers Ltd.............................. CHRISTCHURCH........... (021) 628 903

Check out
www.awcinz.org.nz
for information on
Restricted Building Work
Construction Contracts Act
Dispute Resolution
Material Safety Data Sheets
Health & Safety
Stacking, storage and
handling of Plasterboard
Best Practice Guidelines for Working
at Height in NZ
Publications
Training
Membership
information / forms
Conferences
Annual Awards
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Field Plasterers Ltd............................... KAWAKAWA................... (09) 404 1517
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 270 1914
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... WHANGAREI................. (09) 438 2405
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... ROTORUA...................... (07) 348 3490
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... NAPIER.......................... (06) 843 2964
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... PALMERSTON NORTH.. (06) 354 1962
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... LOWER HUTT................ (04) 576 2170
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... CHRISTCHURCH........... (03) 379 3929
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... DUNEDIN....................... (03) 477 0702
Forman Commercial Interiors Ltd......... INVERCARGILL.............. (03) 215 6221
Frankton Plasterers Ltd......................... HAMILTON..................... (07) 847 6673
G & C Pointon....................................... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 236 0888
GDR Plasterboard Services Ltd............ AUCKLAND.................... (09) 624 1579
Gisborne City Plasterers....................... GISBORNE.................... (06) 863 3983
Global Linings Ltd................................. AUCKLAND.................... (09) 579 7460
Gunslinger Projects Ltd......................... PAPAKURA................... (022) 177 0481
HBF Plaster Ltd..................................... NAPIER.......................... (06) 843 4414
Hush Interiors Limited........................... CHRISTCHURCH........... (03) 379 6301
ICE Interiors Ltd..................................... HAMILTON..................... (07) 847 3449
Interior Plastering Solutions Ltd............ NELSON ..................... (027) 431 9236
Interior Solutions Wgtn Ltd.................... WELLINGTON . ............. (04) 939 3080
J M Cavanagh Drywall.......................... RANGIORA.................. (027) 508 6116
K M C Interior Plasterers Ltd................. RANGIORA.................. (0274) 360 256
Lloyd Ditchfield Plastering ................... WELLINGTON................ (021) 310 752
Manawatu Plasterboard & Partitioning Ltd... FEILDING . .................... (06) 323 8876
Martins Plasterers 2006 Ltd.................. WHAKATANE................. (07) 308 8085
Mason Hall Interiors Ltd........................ AUCKLAND.................... (09) 279 3547
McKain Fibrous Plasterers Ltd.............. AUCKLAND.................... (09) 634 8803
Metro Interiors Ltd................................. WELLINGTON................ (04) 586 1726
Northern Ceilings N.Z. Ltd.................... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 416 9227
Otautahi Liners Ltd................................ CHRISTCHURCH........... (021) 442 996
P & J Plastering Ltd............................... WAIKANAE..................... (021) 991 045
Parklands Plastering Ltd....................... CHRISTCHURCH........ (021) 052 8276
P L Bell Plastering Ltd........................... HAMILTON . .................. (07) 855 5108
Performance Interiors Ltd...................... CROMWELL................. (027) 245 8698
Plasterboard Finishing Ltd.................... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 520 6616
Plaster Services Limited........................ CHRISTCHURCH ......... (03) 366 1776
Plaster Supplies Ltd.............................. HAMILTON..................... (07) 847 8652
Prestige Ceilings Ltd............................. WELLINGTON................ (04) 499 5912
Prime Plastering Solutions Ltd.............. CHRISTCHURCH........... (03) 389 7890
Rab Contracting Ltd.............................. WELLINGTON................ (04) 237 0707
Royale Standard Drywall Ltd................. TE AWAMUTU................ (021) 774 090
Saleeba Services................................... AUCKLAND.................... (021) 937 922
Seddons Fibrous Plasterers Co Ltd...... MOSGIEL....................... (03) 489 4688
Shore Ceilings & Partitions Limited....... AUCKLAND.................... (09) 415 8115
Simple Solutions Intex........................... CHRISTCHURCH........... (021) 795 945
Skelsey Plasterers Limited.................... WANGANUI .................. (06) 343 6110
South Auckland Fibrous Plasterers Ltd AUCKLAND.................... (09) 278 3041
Steve Gray Plasterers Ltd...................... TARANAKI...................... (06) 272 8445
STOPIT Plastering................................. HAMILTON................... (027) 230 0070
STOPPING Systems Limited................. BLENHEIM................... (027) 577 9441
Stop The World Ltd............................... HAMILTON..................... (021) 644 569
Stuckateur Plastering Ltd...................... AUCKLAND....................(09) 837-2277
Superior Walls & Ceilings Ltd................ NEW PLYMOUTH . ........ (06) 759 9966
Synergy Contract Services Limited....... CHRISTCHURCH........... (03) 337 2424
Taranaki Plasterboard Systems............. NEW PLYMOUTH . ...... (027) 817 5946
Tauranga Plasterers Limited.................. TAURANGA.................... (07) 541 1493
Troake Group Ltd.................................. AUCKLAND.................... (09) 426 7664
Ultra Interior Linings Ltd........................ AUCKLAND.................... (09) 271 0595
Wallboard Systems............................... TAURANGA.................... (07) 544 3721
Waikato & BoP Suspended Ceiling Services Ltd HAMILTON................... (0274) 945 773
Wayne Rasmussen Plasterers.............. HAMILTON..................... (07) 829 9054

Inland Revenue
and the Hidden Economy
Right now, the New Zealand construction industry
continues to grow rapidly. There has been an increase
in commercial and residential buildings across New
Zealand as well as intensive rebuilding in the Canterbury
area.

AWCI met recently with Inland Revenue and the
two parties agreed to work together promoting
‘good tax citizenship” in the industry sector.
As a result of this there has been a noticeable increase in
tradespeople undercutting competitors, offering work for
cash and not paying their fair share of taxes so they can
increase their own profits.
Or to put it simply these tradespeople or businesses are
participating in the ‘hidden economy’.
Those people and businesses in the hidden economy,

who are operating outside the boundaries of the law, gain
an unfair advantage over their law-abiding competitors.
By cheating the tax system they are significantly reducing
their expenses illegally and creating an unfair and unjust
advantage by undercutting legitimate businesses that
continue to comply with the law. This may mean that
compliant business people are forced out of business
thereby reducing New Zealand’s economic recovery and
creating a destructive cycle for business, government
and the country’s financial wellbeing.
AWCI met recently with Inland Revenue and the two
parties agreed to work together promoting ‘good tax
citizenship” in the industry sector.
Watch this space.
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Construction and the Cloud
Walk onto any construction jobsite today and you’ll
see the same things that you would have seen 30 or
40 years ago; what you can’t see is the surging need
for data that is enabling the physical world to operate
at an accelerated pace. This surge is powered by
cloud based solutions. When I presented on the future
of construction automation at the AWCI conference in
Hamilton Island in 2011, I discussed the impact of cloud
technology on our industry. At the time I shared that I did
not believe that the cloud was far enough along to satisfy
the construction industry’s expectations of heightened
productivity. Fast forward to 2015: the unseen world,
the data driven world of the cloud, has actually arrived.
Things are going to change quickly. Here is what is
happening now, and what you need to be aware of.

What’s the cloud?
In the simplest terms the cloud is a database that is
stored in remote and secured servers that grant users
access to information, from anywhere. Kind of like the
Internet! There are several aspects to cloud based
solutions that improve on some of the pitfalls of the
existing software based solutions that represent our
industry’s first technology wave. First and foremost,
cloud solutions don’t need updating. Because they
reside on a server, a user will always access the most
current version of the software platform. Secondly,
and this is one of the most important drivers of this
approach, a cloud solution is the ultimate collaboration
tool. Multiple users are afforded access to the same
document, which is continuously updated, will always
represent “one truth” for the project at hand. Dated or
redundant files are now a thing of the past. Technically
this means that no more time should be wasted working
off dated or obsolete plans or estimates or looking for
the “latest” files or changes. The most current project
data is always available, period.

Bandwidth
The first element to consider when assessing cloud
solutions is the speed of data access, and that requires
bandwidth. To take full advantage of cloud capabilities
you’ll need robust Internet service, dial up won’t cut
it. You’ll want commercial grade service capable of
delivering large amounts of data quickly. Speak with your
provider first. Nothing is more frustrating than attempting
to manage data on a slow or unstable network.
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By Cecilia
Padilla, CEO,
OnCenter
Software

How does cloud based quantity surveying
and estimating work?
Performing a quantity survey in the cloud, allows multiple
users to access information on a real time basis. Any
number of estimators can collaborate on a takeoff and
see, transparently, what the entire project looks like. This
is a vast improvement over purchasing a server and a
database and setting up a virtual private network for any
outside access. The cloud allows for access anywhere,
from field to office, and provides all users the most
current information available. Changes can be made
on the fly and instantly update across an entire project.
Again, eliminating time wasted working an incomplete or
un-updated spreadsheet.

Is the cloud for me?
The cloud has truly levelled the playing field for
construction companies. Small and medium sized
contractors now have access to the same technologies
that were once only available to much larger firms.
The cloud service itself hires and manages a team of
skilled IT professionals, systems engineers and security
professionals to constantly update and maintain its
solution. The efficiencies created by cloud based
solutions are translated into reducing costs, eliminating
redundant efforts and mitigating one of our industry’s
biggest problems: wasting time. Think about the 4560% of time wasted on the average project, and the slim
margins this industry works with and then ask yourself,
can I really afford NOT to consider a more sophisticated
solution? The cloud is here, and it’s about time!

Tips for
Tradies
Plastering/painting tight corners and gaps
The complaint often comes up in renovation work that the previous plasterer has not done their
job correctly when cracks appear in tight corners beside doors or very small spaces next to
windows. The customer usually blames the previous worker. Almost always after looking at the
job, it is discovered that the corner or gap is
taped and coated correctly and so there must
be another reason.
The usual reason for the cracking is that the door or window right next to that area is causing
vibration and stress on the joint when the door or window inevitably slams shut.
A simple and easy solution to this is to get a high quality flexible sealant (that is paintable) and
either the plasterer or the painter use this instead of plaster in the joint.
In most cases this will allow the vibration and stress of a slamming door or window to be
absorbed better without cracks being created.

Come on Tradies - Send your tips to admin@awcinz.org.nz by 10 April 2015 for the
next issue of Insight.
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BCITO in 2015
2014 was a big year for BCITO as we continued to
come out of the effects of the recession and strong
growth in apprentice numbers has continued.
We signed more than 5000 new apprentices into
training and ended the year with around 9500
active trainees. Our biggest challenge in 2014 was
managing growth while determinedly maintaining
quality and service.
Some of this growth has been as a result of having
started the year by merging with the Joinery ITO
along with DecorateNZ and FloorNZ. The merger
brought together great trades and great people. An
important part of the next stage was to conduct a
comprehensive review of the specialist trades in the
joint coverage.
This review took most of the year and consulting
with industry and BCITO staff, we looked at each
trade. We then considered whether, in this new
environment, we could enhance service delivery
and educational outcomes.
We’ve introduced some enhancements at the
beginning of 2015.
The first enhancement you will notice is a refreshing
of our BCITO brand. This is not intended to be a
major change but rather to simplify and modernise
the look and feel of the brand to make it more friendly
and accessible. In particular, we want to emphasise
that BCITO is about people and enabling their
success. The new branding is now gradually being
rolled out.
The changes are more than just about branding.
The Specialist Trades Group, which we put in place
at the time of the merger, has been disestablished,
and two major changes have occurred. Firstly,
the specialist trades field staff have doubled in
number and merged into the broader BCITO area
teams. Secondly, we have brought together all
functions that engage directly with industry into a
new Stakeholder Engagement Group including all
research, marketing and communications functions.
Importantly this group includes a new team of Industry
Advocates, who will be active in the particular trades
assigned to them. They will be liaising with and
consulting industry leaders, and stakeholder groups
to promote efficient and effective consultation
and communication. 2014 was a great year for
BCITO thanks to the strong support we have
received from industry, matched by the commitment
of the BCITO Team.
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Ruma Karaitiana,
Chief Executive.

2014 Interior Systems Trainee Statistics

THE WORLD’S
FASTEST STOPPER

Shannon Denkins, the World’s Fastest
Stopper, had a New Zealand Tour
in February sponsored by Trowel

Trades and Alpha-tech.
A large contingent of local tradesman
from across the country were privileged
to witness Shannon’s skill using AplaTech air powered auto tools for speed
and value.

He demonstrated how Alpha-tech’s
tag-line “stay ahead of the game”
genuinely can work for you and your
business by:

•
•
•
•

Growing your business
Doubling your output
Visually improving your work
Reducing staff & call backs

If you missed Shannon don’t despair,
visit your local Trowel Trades store for
your own personal Alph-tech demo.

You can buy a set NOW to “stay
ahead of the game!”
Plus if you want to be informed of
our Trade demonstrations in the future
please let us know and we will be sure
to send you an invite to our next one.

Simply Phone: 09 415 9822 or
email: albany@troweltrades.co.nz

ALBANY · MORNINGSIDE · PANMURE · HAMILTON · HASTINGS · NEW PLYMOUTH
CARTERTON · BLENHEIM · CHRISTCHURCH

Industry Organisations hail Supreme Court
decision as victory for common sense
Contractors and sub-contractors have hailed a Supreme
Court decision on a liquidator’s powers to claw back
payments made by an insolvent company to a contractor,
as a victory for common sense.
The Supreme Court today overturned an earlier Court
of Appeal ruling allowing liquidators to claim back
payments made by a company up to two years before
its collapse.
The decision was strongly welcomed by Civil
Contractors New Zealand (CCNZ) and the Specialist
Trade Contractors Federation (STCF).

“This is a very important decision for the
contracting market. The construction sector
is currently buoyant but there have been some
high profile insolvencies in recent years. Now,
contractors can make decisions about investing
in areas such as new equipment, training staff
and expanding their businesses to meet the
growing demand. That’s good for contractors
and it’s good for New Zealand.”
Malcolm Abernethy, executive officer for CCNZ, which
represents members of the civil contracting industry, said
the decision would come as a huge relief to members of
the organisation, which had helped to fund the appeal.
“Voidable transactions are intended to ensure all creditors
of insolvent companies are treated equally,” said Mr
Abernethy. “They are intended to recover payments
that have been made that are essentially out of the
ordinary. This decision gives contractors some surety
that payments received will not be clawed back under the
voidable transactions provisions of the Companies Act.”

Graham Burke, president of the Specialist Trade
Contractors Federation (STCF), which represents
more than 5,700 contracting firms in New Zealand,
said the Supreme Court ruling on the practice, known
as voidable transactions, would come as a relief to
thousands of businesses.
Mr Burke said: “This affected every business providing
goods and services on account. The building trade
was particularly aware of the issue because there are
more insolvencies in the construction sector than in
other sectors.
“The Court of Appeal decision meant that any service
supplied and paid for afterwards was a voidable
transaction. That left businesses in a state of limbo
– having been paid for a contract they had completed
but with a risk that money could be clawed back for up
to two years.
“That uncertainty made it difficult for small businesses
to invest and grow. It’s been a long fight but the
Supreme Court decision has finally drawn a line under
the issue. It’s a victory for common sense.”
The intention of voidable transactions was to prevent
queue-jumping among creditors. However, Mr Burke
said that, under the Court of Appeal ruling, the balance
was stacked heavily in favour of liquidators and
preferred creditors such as the IRD.
“This is a very important decision for the contracting
market. The construction sector is currently buoyant
but there have been some high profile insolvencies in
recent years. Now, contractors can make decisions
about investing in areas such as new equipment,
training staff and expanding their businesses to meet
the growing demand. That’s good for contractors and
it’s good for New Zealand.”
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